Main Characters

Sam
Timmy
Cindy
Timmy
Main Character

- Main Character of CEJ world.
- Not especially smart or talented, is a regular kid who is often overly emotional.
- Has high moral standards and is very loyal to his friends.
- Often makes mistakes and learns lessons through them.
Cindy
Main Character

- One of Timmy’s best friends and very intelligent.
- Likes foreign languages like French and Korean.
- Often talks with Asnee about Thailand and Asian culture.
- Often corrects others in and outside of the classroom when they say something that is not true.
- Is looked at by others as a teacher and someone who can help them in school.
Sam
Main Character

• One of Timmy’s best friends and good at sports.
• Not the smartest student, and often struggles in class.
• Likes to play football, soccer, and ice hockey.
• Slightly dumb. Doesn’t show much interest in school and prefers to spend time with friends or play outside.
Dad (Nick Smith)
Timmy’s Family

• Timmy’s dad.
• Doctor that will often lecture Timmy and classmates about their health.
• Likes to watch sports on T.V.
• Sometimes visits the city for work and bring Timmy along.
• Likes to participate in “father-son bonding” with Timmy. Many lessons are about Dad and Timmy going on a road trip to Niagra Falls.
Mom (Jen Smith)
Main Character

- Timmy’s mom
- In the past, Jen worked as a teacher.
- Likes to bring Timmy and his friends to interesting places, like the beach, zoo, park, farm, and market.
- Likes to shop and cook food for her family.
- Often worries about the types of clothes Timmy is wearing and the weather.
Jimmy Smith
(Timmy’s Big Brother)

- Timmy’s big brother
- Six years older than Timmy
- Timmy and Sam look up to him and think he is very cool.
- Likes to play the drums and guitar. Is in a band.
- Often helps Timmy to learn stuff about life and do his homework.
Grandpa (David Smith)

Timmy’s Family

Character Profile

• Timmy’s grandfather
• Traveled to a lot of places like Germany, Japan, etc. during World War 2 when he served in the Marines.
• Grew up in New York City but then moved out to the suburbs when he returned from the war and was married with his current wife and to raise his children.
• Often tells Timmy stories about the past. Enjoys learning and teaching Timmy about history and the natural sciences.
• Often goes for walks in the woods with Timmy after dinner. During these walks Grandpa and Timmy bond over the simple pleasures of life.
Jack
Timmy’s Friend

- Mom is a lawyer and dad is a businessman.
- Likes to spend time in his basement (Jack’s basement), where he can tinker and play with different toys.
- Spends his time inventing things, such as time machines or teleporting machines. A genius with mechanical things, however sometimes his brain power puts other people in bad situations (too smart for his own good).
- Often gets himself involved in small business ventures, such as selling honey, lemonade, and other activities.
Xiao Wang  
Timmy’s Friend

• Timmy’s closest Chinese friend and pen pal.
• Lives in Beijing, China. Enjoys North Eastern Chinese food.
• Favorite sport is basketball.
• Sometimes visits Timmy and vice versa. Xiao Wang’s lessons normally involve differences between American and Chinese culture, as well as the daily life for children in both places.
• Has a cousin, Li Song, who lives in Shanghai. Sometimes visits his cousin during holidays.
Thanks!